
Do Chickens Like 
Certain Colors?



The purpose of my project is to determine if 
chickens have a color preference because I 
noticed that my chickens fight over certain 
foods that are colorful.



Big  question is “Do chickens prefer a 
certain color over other colors?”



Hypothesis
If I give my chickens blue, green, yellow, and 
red colored can corn, then the chickens will 

prefer the red corn because, I learned 
chickens have an instinct to go after red 
because they associate red with blood.



Materials
● (3) Cans of corn
● Red, yellow, blue and green food coloring 
● (4) shallow trays
● (10) chickens



Experiment Design
1. Dye corn red, blue, green, and yellow (evenly). 
2. Then put one color of corn in each tray.
3. Put the trays on the floor of the chicken pen.
4. Then put the chicken in the pen.
5. Watch and count to see how many pecks each 

color gets for 5 minutes.
6. Test 10 chickens.



Pictures of Experiment



Results and Data
My hypothesis was wrong. The chickens liked 
yellow and green more than they liked red. From 
the data 30.2% were green pecks, 24.5% were 
red pecks, 31.4% of the pecks were yellow, and 
13.8% of the pecks were blue. 





Percent of Pecks by Color



Conclusions and Applications
Based on my testing Chickens are indifferent about colors 
because 30.2% liked green, 24.5% liked red, 31.4% liked 
yellow, and 13.8% liked blue.  When you look at the colors 
pecks by chicken each chicken was different. There was 
very little similarities between them. It appeared to be more 
random than preference. What I can conclude is chickens 
like canned corn.



Data From Testing
Number of Pecks

Chicken Number Red Yellow Blue Green
1 6 2 0 2
2 7 0 0 1
3 2 0 0 13
4 7 0 0 7
5 1 15 1 3
6 0 13 4 1
7 3 7 5 5
8 3 3 2 3
9 10 10 10 13

10* 0 53 0 0
Total 39 103 22 48

* These results were removed from the analysis because of how different this chicken
behaved than the others.
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